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The purpose of this press release is to publicize the launch of a new product or 
service.

The following questionnaire is designed to help you organize the most relevant 
information for this type of press release. Providing clear, concise, and informative 
answers will directly impact its quality. Whether your goal is to write the press 
release yourself or submit a fact sheet to a professional writer, take the time to 
organize and explain the facts of your development by answering these questions.

The R-207U Self-Aligning Auto Drill

Questionnaire To Write A New Product 
Press Release

Name Of The New Product/Service: 

Battery-powered hand drill with self-alignment and other smart/AI features.
Product/Service Type:

Professional builders, construction workers, and more advanced hobbyists and DIY builders
Targeted Buyer/User: 

Construction, Hardware Distributors
Relevant Marketplaces:

Clarence Power Tools is staying competitive in a power tool marketplace that’s increasingly leveraging AI and automated technology. 
We wanted to create tools that make use of this technology but also suit the needs of construction workers and builders who need 
equipment with an intuitive feel.  

What Led To The Development Of This Product/Service:

A lot of automated construction and building equipment is still prohibitively expensive for smaller construction companies and 
independent builders. We wanted to continue meeting their needs with affordable reliable, equipment that also provides the time and 
labor saving benefits of automation. That’s why we’re developing a new line of power tools, starting with the R-207U.

Why Has The Company Decided To Start Offering It: 

Clarence Power Tools is a trusted name in high-quality construction tools and equipment. We engineer our products to meet two major 
requirements: reliability and practicality. We believe tools need to do a job, last long, and meet the expectations of the user. Even as 
technology gets more advanced, these straightforward advantages still apply to our tools and our customers are definitely responsive.    

Why Is The Company An Ideal Provider Of This New Product/Service: 

Aligning holes and installing fasteners are more precise, which solves problems with misalignment, the tedium of extra measuring and 
corrections, and saves labor. Builders no longer have to rely on instinct or experience to get perfect, high-integrity installation.   

What Problems Does It Solve Or Need Does It Fulfill For The Buyer:

December of 2022
When Will It Be Available:

Superior Self-Alignment
Product/Service Feature 2:

Always-Ready Power And Bit Sensor
Product/Service Feature 3:

Harrison Greenly
Person Providing The Quote: 

Director of Product Development
Their Professional Title/Role: 

Automatic Force And Speed Adjustment
Product/Service Feature 1: 

Automatic force and speed adjustment means that this drill will be able to atomically sense the texture, density, and depth of the material 
being drilled and automatically applies optimal force and speed.

Description Of Feature 1:

Installations are more secure because pre-drilling and fastener installation is completed in a way this is correctly paired to the installation 
material. This means there is a perfect balance—enough force to penetrate the material and drive the fastener, but never too much to 
damage it or create a weak installation.

Impact Of Feature 1: 

This is a feature that enhances the capabilities of self aligning drill-bits. In addition to conventional self-centering features, the drill uses 
sensors to identify the exact sensor of a pre-set area.  

Description Of Feature 2:

Sensors detect and give advanced warning on when the drill bill is starting to wear down and needs replacement. This feature is combined 
with our battery timer, which gives a time read-out on battery life based on various power settings

Description Of Feature 3: 

Tool users no longer have to guess how much life is left in a drill bit or battery. They can replace these components at the right time, which 
can prevent wasted time and all the headaches that come with having to stop in the middle of a job.

Impact Of Feature 3:

This headline will be submitted to news services. It must be straightforward and factual.

Clarence Power Tools Merges Automation And Performance With New Self-Aligning Auto Drill

Formal Headline:

Clarence Power Tools announces the debut of the R-207U self-aligning auto drill, a battery-powered drill that merges reliability and 
practicality with innovative smart technology. This new piece of equipment is on the cutting edge, while delivering the advantages the 
construction industry needs.

Summary:

This is what readers should do if they want to find out more.

Download our sales brochure to learn more about the specs and features.

Call To Action:

This is what readers should do if they want to find out more.

Download our sales brochure to learn more about the specs and features.

Call To Action:

“Automated and AI-powered technology has arrived in the construction industry. Our buyers want something that works, not because it’s 
trendy, but because it makes their jobs easier. We’re confident in our ability to deliver the best of both worlds.”

Company Quote About The New Offering: 

It’s possible to get highly accurate results in less time. A simple pre-set will eliminate marking and extra measuring, reducing the likelihood 
of human error and common misalignments. 

Impact Of Feature 2:

Company Name: Clarence Power Tools

Website: www.clarencepowertools.com

Target URL: 

www.clarencepowertools.com/

autodrillr-207u.html



CLARENCE POWER TOOLS MERGES AUTOMATION AND 
PERFORMANCE WITH NEW SELFALIGNING AUTO DRILL

Clarence Power Tools announces the debut of the R-207U self-aligning auto drill, a battery-powered drill that merges 
reliability and practicality with innovative smart technology. This new piece of equipment is on the cutting edge, 
while delivering the advantages the construction industry needs.

The construction industry has become a significant testing ground for autonomous and AI-driven technology. 
But, not all construction firms and builders are ready or able to adopt this impressive equipment. To help bridge this gap, 
Clarence Power Tools is launching its R-207U self-aligning auto drill, a new product that leverages the latest technology 
but maintains the straightforward functionality its customers need.

To learn more about the new self-aligning auto drill, visit clarencepowertools.com/autodrillr-207u.html.

The new R-207U self-aligning auto drill has been designed specifically for professional builders, construction workers, 
as as well as more advanced hobbyists and DYI builders. The battery-powered hand drill features a range of new smart and AI 
features, including automatic force and speed adjustment, which accounts for the texture, density, and depth of the 
material being drilled and automatically applies the correct levels of force and speed. The result is faster pre-drilling and 
more secure, accurate installations.

Superior self-alignment is also included through the incorporation of self-centering bits and precise sensors, 
enablienabling users to avoid extra measuring and common misalignments. Additionally, the always-ready power and bit sensor 
will give drill users a clear read-out on battery life and drill bit integrity so they can most efficiently prepare for 
replacement.

ClaClarence Power Tools developed the R-207U in direct response to the shifts in a market that’s adopting more AI and 
automated features. This comes at no disruption to the manufacturer’s trademark for providing intuitive, reliable 
equipment. Motivated by its customers’ requirements for reliability and practicality, Clarence Power Tools saw a way to 
deliver advanced but affordable technology that’s also an effective solution for installation misalignment, 
the tedium of extra measuring and corrections, and labor demands.

DiDirector of product development, Harrison Greenly, states “Automated and AI-powered technology has arrived in the 
construction industry. Our buyers want something that works, not because it’s trendy, but because it makes their jobs 
easier. We’re confident in our ability to deliver the best of both worlds.”

The R-207U self-aligning auto drill is expected to be the first in a new line of more advanced products from Clarence 
Power Tools and will be available for purchase in December of this year.

For more information and to contact Clarence Power Tools directly, visit clarencepowertools.com

PRESS RELEASE SUMMARY

PRESS RELEASE

Clarence Power Tools is one of the U.S.’s leading manufacturers of hand-held construction tools and equipment. 
It combines precision-engineered mechanics, touch materials, and the latest technology to make equipment that enables 
construction workers and builders to get their jobs done faster, easier, and better.
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